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※ For questions related to the content in the below statement, please contact us at the main email 

address nkgulag@gmail.com.  

 

 

NK Watch statement/ February 10th, 2021 

NK Watch demands immediate termination of TJWG’s 

unauthorized use of personal data of victims of North 

Korean human rights violations on the website FOOTPRINTS 

 

 

Background  

 

On January 28th, NK Watch found out from news articles that the Transitional Justice Working Group 

(hereafter TJWG) had publicized personal data of victims of North Korean human rights violations on 

the TJWG’s website ‘FOOTPRINTS.’ 

 

NK Watch’s investigation found that these data included information on 125 of NK Watch’s 

witnesses who had shared their experience about North Korean human rights violations with NK 

Watch. Information, including about their families currently residing in North Korea, had been 

released by TJWG without prior notice or consent of the affected individuals.  

 

Concerned that TJWG’s action could put not only the victims but also the witnesses at further risk, 

NK Watch sent the certification of contents to the TJWG on February 9th, 2021. The certification 

included requests, such as the immediate deletion of unauthorized publication of personal 

information on TJWG’s FOOTPRINTS (https://nkfootprints.info). 

 

NK Watch’s investigation found that 125 of the cases reported on TJWG’s website “FOOTPRINTS” 

(https://nkfootprints.info/en/) involved the unauthorized use of personal information. The basis for 

this claim is expounded in the notice, which has been sent to TJWG. The data that has been used and 

publicized by TJWG without the knowledge and consent of the concerned individuals can be 

summarized as follows: 

 

- Of the 85 cases categorized as ‘DPRK internal detention/disappearance’ on the ‘FOOTPRINTS’, 72 

cases were identified as those NK Watch submitted to the UN Working Group on Enforced or 
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Involuntary Disappearances (hereafter “WGEID”) and/or the Working Group on Arbitrary Detention 

(hereafter “WGAD”). 

- Of the 61 cases categorized as ‘Forced repatriation of escapees’ on the ‘FOOTPRINTS’, 53 cases 

were identified as those NK Watch submitted to the WGEID and/or WGAD. 

-A total of 125 cases were also included in the ‘Proceeding’ menu of the ‘FOOTPRINTS’  

 

NK Watch has compared the data of 146 cases publicized on the TJWG’s website with its list of 

petitions submitted to WGEID and WGAD and the letters and reports issued by these two working 

groups based on those submissions. Our preliminary investigation found that 125 of the cases 

released on the TJWG’s website were based on NK Watch’s petitions and have been used without 

the prior knowledge or consent of the victims and witnesses. Additional cases could be identified 

upon further investigation.  

 

NK Watch’s Position  

 

NK Watch is deeply concerned about the lack of integrity and accountability that underlie this 

current situation. NK Watch has not shared any data related to internal detentions and 

disappearances and abductions with TJWG, and has not agreed to the use of this data. With the 

consent of the victims and witnesses involved, NK Watch has confided the information to WGEID 

and WGAD for the express purpose of conducting inquiries and taking necessary action to 

investigate about the human rights violations in question. No individual, group or organization apart 

from the Working Groups has the right to publicize the personal data of the concerned individuals 

and their families. Even though the information contained in the petitions submitted by NK Watch 

may have been made publicly available on the WGEID’s and WGAD’s websites, TJWG does not have 

the right to release and disseminate this information.  

 

While TJWG claims to have built its database based on collaborative and trust-based relationship 

with other organizations and individuals, this is a distortion of truth as NK Watch has never provided 

data to TJWG nor agreed to its use. 

 

Moreover, NK Watch questions the legitimacy of TJWG’s initiative on building such database. TJWG 

claims in interviews with the press that the database was established with the objective to track 

North Korea’s human rights violations and to urge for accountability. If TJWG had intended to take 

legal or other action on behalf of the victims of North Korean human rights violations, the 

organization should have sought permissions from the witnesses, who are the original source of the 

information they used. Without the consent of the affected individuals, TJWG’s efforts to promote 

accountability on behalf of those individuals are inherently illegitimate.  

 

Therefore, NK Watch demands TJWG to immediately delete all data that have been used without the 

consent of victims and witnesses. NK Watch has tried to avoid unnecessary conflicts with other 

organizations, which have the same objective as NK Watch of promoting human rights in North 

Korea. However, TJWG had disclosed personal information without the witnesses’ consent, which 
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included many of NK Watch’s witnesses. Furthermore, our witnesses have expressed their concerns 

and fears about their information being seen public, requesting NK Watch to immediately respond 

to this situation. As NK Watch cannot ignore the plea of the victims and witnesses, we, the 

organization, seeks to actively address the issue at hand. 

 

Witnesses whose information has been disclosed on the TJWG’s website without their consent can 

seek legal remedy. NK Watch stands to actively support the actions that the witnesses wish to take 

in this regard.  

 

NK Watch further demands that TJWG issues a public apology on its website and/or its social media 

accounts and promises to prevent similar occurrences in the future. Apart from the data related to 

the information gathered by NK Watch, there is a need to verify if any other personal information 

has been publicized without the consent of affected individuals. Finally, NK Watch urges TJWG to 

take all necessary action to prevent similar occurrences in the future.  

 

February 10th, 2021 

NK Watch  

 

[Supplemental information] 

 

NK Watch has interviewed North Korean defectors (hereafter “witnesses”) since 2013 and 

documented their cases of human rights violations in North Korea. NK Watch obtains the 

authorization of witnesses to submit English-language petitions on their behalf to the WGEID and 

the WGAD. 

Petitions submitted to the WGEID and the WGAD need to include personal information which allows 

the working groups to verify the whereabouts of the affected victims with North Korean authorities. 

NK Watch has obtained the consent of the witnesses to use their personal information for 

documentation that is submitted to the above working groups. Furthermore, NK Watch has 

requested the United Nations to use this information only for purposes of the working groups and to 

make efforts to guard the confidentiality of this information. 

On October 22nd, 2020, NK Watch has shared the copies of the 768 cases, for which petitions have 

been submitted to UN subsidiary bodies, with the Office of the United Nations High Commissioner 

for Human Rights (OHCHR) in Seoul. In return, the OHCHR promised to use this information 

confidentially, and disclose and circulate it only within the UN.  

 


